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Laugh with Brenda

I Double Dog
Dare You

- reprinted from Hollister SecureStart Newsletter,
Fall, 2010

Brenda challenges you to create
the life you’ve always wanted.
I felt like crap. My tush had been sewn shut,
my colostomy bag wouldn’t stay on, poop
was flying everywhere, my female parts had
been reconstructed, and I couldn’t find a
comfortable way to sit down. Naturally, I was
whining to anyone that was within earshot.
That’s when my sister reminded me of the
bold claim I made on my 39th birthday, three months prior (while drinking a
jumbo margarita):
“I will become a comedian by my 40th birthday and I will be up on stage performing.”
In my mind, I said, “Sis, take a look here, do I appear to be in a funny mood
right now?”
She planted the seed though, and shortly thereafter I asked my friend Shelly
to come over. Now Shelly was familiar with the computer (unlike my hunt-andpeck method on the typewriter) and she recorded funny stories (primarily about
my husband) while I chatted. They say you’re supposed to write about what
you know, and he still provides me with good material even after 22 years of
marriage.
For Christmas, I received a gift certificate to a class called “Learn How to be
a Stand Up Comedian.” So in March, off I went, armed with the stories Shelly
had transcribed for me and naively thinking I had 45 minutes of really great
material. I’ve come to learn that you can’t really try out material on friends and
family, because they’ll laugh at anything.
When we first started doing comedy in the club, they only allowed us three
minutes on stage. When most people were worried about their comedy, I was
more concerned about pooping on the audience. I tried all sorts of pouches,
but months later I was still having problems with my bladder. And yet I couldn’t
stay away from open mic nights.
cont. page 4
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From Your President
THANK YOU TO EVERYONE WHO RENEWED
THEIR MEMBERSHIP FOR 2011! This issue will
mark the end of our yearly Unofficial Membership
Drive, also known as ‘Pester Them Until They
Give In and Renew". We do appreciate everyone
who renews each year and hope to see all of you
in the fold and on the mailing list for 2011. Please
see details on renewals page 9.
I’d like to thank Mike Arab of ConvaTec for the very large donation of supplies he took directly to Earl Lesk’s door early in December. (Earl is our point
man for supplies that are donated to F.O.W. and he usually has to drive to
pick up what companies or private individuals offer.) Thanks very much Mike
for kindly delivering this shipment in person.
Which brings me to some questions that have been asked before and which
have recently come up again. Some of our members have asked me why don’t
we give any of these donations to our own ostomy community? Or why not
give someone a bit of financial help, especially at this time of year when many
members generously donate money to the chapter? These are valid questions for I suspect that some of our members have difficulty paying for enough
ostomy gear to get them through the month. I have no doubt that some folks
are wearing bags that should have been changed days ago because they are
trying to stretch supplies. Much as we might like to help, we cannot give away
donated supplies to our own members nor can we assist them financially.
Why? First of all, matching people with the correct size and type of appliance would be a logistical nightmare, not to mention that there would be risks
associated with giving people products they might be unfamiliar with simply
because that’s what was donated that week. Can you imagine the resulting
chaos? We aren’t qualified to ‘product fit’ people and our ET nurses would
not appreciate such behaviour. Secondly, we would lose the goodwill of our
loyal manufacturers and suppliers. They are the principle donors of ostomy
products intended for use overseas in third world countries, and to give away
their stuff for free within Canada to their own consumer base would be both
ungrateful and dishonest on our part. Similar ethical conflicts would occur with
any sort of financial assistance. How would one determine need — put people
in the ignominious position of having to prove they are poor? Subject them to
supervision to determine that they’re really spending the money on ostomy
supplies? And after that, then what — tell them yes we can help this month
but not the next, or yes we can help this person this month but not you? How
many volunteers would it take to administer all this and where would the oversight be? It just would not work, folks. People donate money to our chapter
in good faith and trust that it will be used to benefit the majority and potential
community, not selected individuals whose use of donations cannot be verified. We must continue to deserve that trust.
And on that serious note, I wish you all a very happy and healthy 2011 and I
hope to see you at the February 20 meeting — Lancaster Medical will be on
hand to present their new products, services and to answer your questions!

Debra
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Letters & news
PRINCE GEORGE CHAPTER
CLOSES

NURSING STUDENTS AT
DOUGLAS COLLEGE

Dina Mynen of the Prince George
UOA reports that they will be closing
the chapter at the end of December due
to not enough new volunteers to fill in
for departing members.

On November 9 I was invited to speak
once again to the second year nursing
students at Douglas College and also
had the pleasure of [chapter member]
Earl Lesk’s company as my fellow
speaker. Douglas College invites guests
who have had specific health issues to
talk to their classes in order to give future nurses a better understanding of the
medical experience from the patient’s
point of view. It’s a rewarding experience to get up and tell one’s story to
these very attentive kids (anybody under 30 is a kid to me) You never know
what they’re going to ask. I especially
liked Earl’s analogy of how to project
a good demeanor to a patient: “Does

QUESNEL CARRIES ON!
Hi ! Debra:

As President I had to disband our Quesnel Chapter last December for the same
reasons as Prince George. BUT! We
have continued on thru 2010 as a Quesnel Ostomy Support group quite successfully. People seem to enjoy getting
together as a group and discussing their
problems, rather than having a Board
of Directors, dues and following Roberts Rule of Orders. We maintain 6080% attendence at our meetings, throw
a couple of bucks each in the kitty, and
our December meeting will be a XMAS
brunch at a local eatery.
I try to keep us up to date through newsletters from Chapters like yours and I
subscribe to the EVANSVILLE NEWS
LETTER which is a great help. I try
to get guest speakers from the Police,
Fire, Medical, Law, or, product Reps.
Margaret Sadlon (G.R. Baker Hospital
Health Administrator) attends as many
of our meetings as she is able to. This
has enabled us to build up a good rapport with the Hospital staff, who bring
hospital stay complaints forward to be
dealt with.
I will be 84 on Jan. 13th. My concern is,
will they carry on when I am gone???
I Hope So.
BYE for now DEBRA, from group
leader Quesnel Ostomy Support
Morris C Turner

Chapter member Earl Lesk and me
with Douglas College Nursing Instructor Denise Hawthorne

anybody here watch Cesar Milan, The
Dog Whisperer? You want to appear
calm and assertive, even if you don’t
feel that way inside!” Thanks for doing
the driving that day Earl and oh yes,
thanks to young student David for letting me put a colostomy bag on him.

OUR LIBRARY IS CHANGING

For many years the Vancouver chapter has endeavored to provide reading materials
about ostomies and related subjects that are available to lend free to members. Interest in
the book and DVD table has fallen off over the years -- folks have already read the titles,
or they are getting information they seek from other sources, most notably the internet.
There’s no point lugging many pounds of books that are not taken out so for 2011 we will
not have the book table set up as in the past. We will, however, maintain our collection for
another year -- if someone is interested in a specific title they can call Norma our librarian,
and she will bring the item to the next meeting for you. [604-327-5895] The list of books
that we currently offer is:
Crohn’s Disease & Ulcerative Colitis (A guide for the newly diagnosed) by Jill Sklar
I’d Like to Buy a Bowel Please.(Ostomy A to Z) by Brenda Elsagher
Coping with an Ostomy - by Robert H. Phillips
Gastrointestinal Health by Paul Miskovitz, M.D.
Crohn’s Disease & Ulcerative Colitis - by Fred Saibil,M.D.
The Ostomy Book - by Barbara Dore Mullen & Kerry Anne McGinn,R.N.
Positive Options for Colorectal Cancer- by Carol Ann Larson
Great Comebacks from Ostomy Surgery - by Rolf Benirschike
Ostomy Book for Nurses - Kerry Anne McGinn,R.N.
Tell Me What to Eat if I Have Irritable Bowel Syndrome -by Elaine Magee
The New Eating Right for a Bad Gut - by James Scala
Colorectal Cancer - by Mark Bennett Pochapin,M.D.
Get to Know your Gut - by Joan Sauers
Yes We Can! Advice on Travelling with an Ostomy - by B.Kupfer, K.Foley-Bolch,
M.Fallon Kasouf and W.B.Sweeney,M.D.
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The first joke I ever wrote was, “My son’s eyelashes are so
long, they get split ends!”
Clearly, there was room for improvement. As my jokes
improved, so did my pouching system. Eventually, I quit
worrying about my bag, and thoroughly enjoyed life
again. I have been using the Premier One-Piece Pouching System with a filter for years and I feel totally secure
whether I’m talking to a room of 9 or 900 people. I hope
the same is true for you, and if it’s not, keep trying new
things.
For many people, having an ostomy is a second chance
at life. People with ostomies do the 3-Day, Get your Guts
in Gear, 210-mile bike ride (including yours truly). Alas, I
went out of my comfort zone! There are others who surf,
scuba dive, hike, run marathons, and mountain climb.
Dealing with an ostomy can sometimes take us out of our
comfort zones while we adjust. Keep trying the various
pouches until you have the best one for you. After that,
I urge you to stretch yourself and create the life you’ve
always wanted. Dare to do something wild, then write to
me and tell me all about it. I can’t wait to hear about your
adventures! q
Brenda Elsagher is a comic, national keynote speaker, and author
of three books: If the Battle is Over
Why am I Still in Uniform?; I’d Like
to Buy a Bowel Please!; and recently
released, Bedpan Banter. Her books
can be ordered online at www.livingandlaughing.com or by phone at
1.952.882.9882. Brenda also writes a
blog on www.C3life.com. Check it out!

Lancaster

SALES & RENTALS

We carry all Ostomy Appliance Brands
• Wheel Chairs
• Walkers
• Bath Safety aids
• Incontinent Supplies
• Support Stockings
• Diabetic Supplies

Medical
Supplies &
Prescriptions
Ltd.

873-8585

601 West Broadway,
Vancouver

526-3331

7487 Edmonds, Burnaby

582-9181

DELIVERY
AVAILABLE

13710-94A Avenue, Surrey

AND YOU THOUGHT
GETTING TO OUR MEETINGS WAS TOUGH!!
The Peace District UOA chapter in
Alberta lists this notice in their
newsletter:

REMEMBER

When the temperature on the day
of the meeting is –25 C including
wind chill factor or freezing rain
occurs during any part of the day,

THE MEETING IS CANCELLED

AIN’T IT THE TRUTH:
Junk is something you’ve kept for years and
throw away three weeks before you need it.
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“Ostomies are far more common than
most people realize. The next time you’re
in a large public place — an airport, a
sports event, or a concert — look around
you. Although you probably couldn’t pick
them out in a crowd, one in 500 people
has some type of ostomy.”
- Brenda K. Shelton, MS, RN, CCRN, American
Cancer Society’s Complete Guide to Colorectal
Cancer

Education Day, October 30, 2010

Andy and her colleagues have had some pretty good turnouts at their education days but this one had to be a record:
over 300 people!! Speakers included mountain climber Rob Hill, retired ET nurse Helen Manson, retired GI surgeon
Dr. Ken Atkinson, Olympic torch bearer and triathlete Andrea Kardos, model Jessica Grossman and Ostomy Youth
Camp Coordinator Pat Cimmeck. q

Olympic wanna-be’s Muriel Larson, Andy Manson and Laurie Cox, all from New West Ostomy Care & Supply

Jessica Elliott, adventurer (see page 13) and Jessica Grossman, model

Sandra Morris and Arlene McInnis at the Vancouver UOA
table

Olympic torch-bearer Andrea Kardos, ET Elke Bauer (Surrey) ET Lisa Hegler (Burnaby), Lisa’s sister Anita, ET Neal
Dunwoody and ET Christina Kerekes (both St. Paul’s)

OSTOMY CARE & SUPPLY CENTRE

Is pleased to offer Physiotherapist Services for Abdominal
Strengthening and Hernia Prevention.
We are pleased to welcome Physiotherapist Martha Nils, BSc (P.T.), FCAMT.
Martha spoke at our Hernia Education Day. She will offer a private one on
one session to teach you how to safely strengthen your abdominal muscles to
help prevent peristomal hernias.
The cost per session is $120 and may be covered
by your extended health care plan.
To book a private one on one session with
Martha, call 604-522-4265.
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NEW PATIENTS’
CORNER

Marlen Pouches

Marlen deep convexity pouches can be used with
success on softer abdomens where the stoma is in
a deep crease or skin fold. The convexity of Marlen
pouches is soft and flexible yet holds its shape to fit
into the fold. ET Andy Manson, of Ostomy Care &
Supply in New Westminster, reports that she has
not seen the problems with pressure areas that can
occur with other firmer convexities.
Andy started using Marlen shallow convexity pouches as the softness and flexibility of this pouch makes
a comfortable fit.

NEW PRODUCTS

Omnigon Hernia Belt

Her clients like the Kwick-view. They can easily see
to apply the one piece appliance over the stoma.
Then the front covering of the pouch folds over
forming a discreet opaque cloth cover.

Peristomal hernias are common and troublesome. Marlen offers Kwick-klose fasteners instead of clip
The abdominal bulge created by the hernia can cause closures. This product is available in three convexiback and abdominal discomfort. Finding clothing to ties: Deep, Shallow and Flat.
conceal the hernia bulge can be challenging.
For more information or to find out if Marlen pouchA new ostomy hernia support belt from Australia has es would be appropriate for you, call your supplier
recently become available through some suppliers. or check out www.marlenmfg.com
Many of their ostomates have tried it and found it
to be very supportive for both the hernia and their
back. It is more comfortable and lightweight than
other products they have tried.
The unique thing about this belt is that it has no
opening for the pouch, yet the urine or stool from
the ostomy can still flow into the pouch even with
the belt in place.
If you have a computer, check out:
Omnigon Ostomy Hernia Belt
www.stomasupportbelt.com
Suppliers currently carrying this product are Ostomy
Care & Supply in New Westminster and Keir Surgical
in Vancouver.

Omnigon Ostomy Hernia Belt
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The Marlin Kwick-view closure

Front cloth folds over for a discreet
opaque covering

KEI

T
R SUR
GICAL L

OSTOMY CARE

SPECIALISTS FOR
OVER 40 YEARS
CONTACT US:
Unit 125 - 408 East Kent Ave. S.
Vancouver, BC V5X 2X7

Call: 604.879.9101
Fax: 604.879.3342
Toll Free: 1.800.663.5111
ANNOUNCING!

Email: ostomy@keirsurgical.com
www.keirsurgical.com

Lauren Wolfe, RN, E.T.
and

Heather McMurtry, RN, E.T.
...our NEW in-house
Enterostomal Nurses.
Available by appointment so please
call us to book now.

COMPETITIVE PRICING
ONE OF THE LARGEST OSTOMY
SUPPLY INVENTORIES IN
WESTERN CANADA
KNOWLEDGEABLE, COMPASSIONATE
CUSTOMER SERVICE STAFF
DEDICATED TO OUR CLIENT’S NEEDS

FREE DELIVERY ANYWHERE IN BC!
Ostomy Care Centre - Keir Surgical
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URINARY INCONTINENCE
What is urinary incontinence?
Urinary incontinence is the inability to hold your urine until you
get to a toilet and can happen to people at any age. About 1 in 3
women and 1 in 10 men are affected. The problem is even worse
amongst nursing home residents of whom 40-60% are affected.
Although incontinence is not a life-threatening
problem, it is a social one. It can be very embarrassing for those who suffer from it, altering confidence and social behaviour.
What are the symptoms?
There are different types of incontinence, although the main symptom will be the same
- leakage of urine at a socially inappropriate
time.
Urge incontinence
Urge incontinence is when your bladder contracts when you do not wish it to do so. You
may have the feeling that you want to urinate,
but cannot delay the bladder’s “urge” to empty. This means that you may not always get to
the toilet on time.
Stress incontinence
When you cough or sneeze, the pressure inside your abdomen increases. This puts pressure on the muscles controlling the release
of urine from your bladder. When these muscles are weak, you may
leak urine when you cough, laugh, sneeze or even while you are
walking. This is stress incontinence. It occurs mostly in women,
and is thought to be due to the stretching of these muscles from
childbirth or aging – though this is not necessarily the case. Weight
can also be a factor. In men, stress incontinence is usually associated with surgery or other trauma in this area.
Mixed incontinence
This is usually a combination of urge and stress incontinence.
Overflow incontinence
If the bladder is allowed to become too full, usually due to bladder
weakness or a blocked urethra, the pressure in the bladder can
become so great that urine overflows into the urethra, leading to
continuous leaking of urine. As an enlarged prostate is one of the
most common causes of a blocked urethra, overflow incontinence
affects more men than women. Aside from an enlarged prostate,
people with diabetes, heavy alcohol users, and others with decreased nerve function are also at risk.
What causes incontinence?
In order to understand what causes incontinence, it helps if you
understand a little of the normal function of the urinary tract.
The main mechanism of continence is the urinary sphincter. In
women this is supported by the pelvic floor muscles and some
surrounding ligaments. These as a group take the pressure of abdominal straining or the filling bladder and prevent urinary leakage.
In men, the mechanism has the additional presence of the prostate
8 Vancouver Ostomy HighLife - January / February 2011

and its supports, which add extra sphincter elements, whilst not
directly affecting continence themselves. Disruption or interference with any of these normal mechanisms in men or women can
result in incontinence.
Common causes of incontinence include:
Thinning of the skin in the vagina &
urethra – occurs especially after menopause.
Enlarged prostate or prostatic surgery.
Weak pelvic floor muscles
Constipation
Immobility
Certain drugs or medications
Urinary tract infection (UTI or cystitis)
Diabetes
Neurological diseases eg Parkinson’s
disease or stroke
How does the doctor diagnose it?
The doctor will first take a history from
you to find out the pattern of your incontinence, past medical history, medications etc. The doctor may also ask you to keep a diary
of your toilet trips etc. The physical examination usually consists
of an assessment of your nerves and an examination of your abdomen, rectum, genitals, and pelvis. The doctor may also ask you
to cough forcefully, to see if there is any urine loss, which would
suggest stress incontinence.
Urinalysis
Bacteria in your urine could suggest infection, glucose in your
urine may indicate diabetes.
Specialised Testing
If your incontinence has not improved after initial diagnosis and
treatment, you may be sent to a urologist who will perform other
tests to obtain a more detailed evaluation view of the lower urinary
tract to decide a new treatment plan.
Post-void residual volume (PRV)
To do this test, you will be asked to urinate. This will help to identify hesitancy, straining, or interrupted flow. The doctor will then
measure how much urine is left in your bladder after you have
finished urinating.
Urodynamic Testing
This is also called cystometry and is a way of looking more closely
at the bladder and urethra, and how they work. It measures pressure and volume of fluid in the bladder during filling, storage and
urination and involves insertion of a catheter into the bladder.
Endoscopic Tests
A cystoscopy (a small camera inserted into your urethra) may be
performed if urodynamic testing does not provide all the answers,
cont. next page

UH OH!!

DID YOU FORGET
TO RENEW YOUR
MEMBERSHIP
FOR 2011?!
If you haven’t sent in your cheque yet, now’s
the time! Membership dues remain the same
at $30.00 per year.
Please make your cheque payable to:
Vancouver Chapter UOA
and send to:
Membership Coordinator
3908 Sharon Place
West Vancouver, BC
V7V 4T6
Not sure if you’ve already renewed for 2011?
Please call Joy Jones at 604-926-9075
Thank you!

or if you are experiencing new symptoms (e.g., cystitis, pain), or if
urinalysis reveals a disease process. Cystoscopy allows the doctor
to see the lining of the bladder.
Imaging Tests
X-rays and ultrasound may also be used to look more closely at
your urinary tract system.

How is incontinence treated?

Ostomy Care & Supply Centre
Our commitment is to provide the best care
and service possible
•
•

Andrea (Andy) Manson •
and Muriel Larsen
RN, ET (Ostomy) Nurse
Specialists

Free Consultations &
Appliance Fitting
All brands of Ostomy
Supplies
& Accessories
Custom Ostomy
Hernia Belts

Ostomy Care & Supply Centre
2004 - 8th Avenue
New Westminster, BC V3M 2T5

604-522-4265
1-888-290-6313
www.ostomycareandsupply.com
Located in the West End Medicine Centre Pharmacy
Free parking at the rear of the building and easy access from Skytrain.

FREE delivery in the Lower Mainland
FREE shipping throughout BC

Exercises
Pelvic muscle exercises (PFE’s) - help strengthen pelvic floor muscles and help ease the symptoms of stress incontinence.
Electrical stimulation may also be used to help strengthen pelvic
muscles in the treatment of stress and/or urge incontinence.
Biofeedback uses various techniques to increase the patient’s
awareness of bladder and sphincter muscle function. Together with
pelvic muscle exercises and/or electrical stimulation, biofeedback
can help relieve stress and/or urge incontinence.

If the cause of the incontinence is something simple, such as infection, the problem will go away as soon as the underlying problem is
treated, for example, with antibiotics. If there is no treatable underlying cause, treatment will be focused on the incontinence itself.

Timed or planned urination involves keeping a record of urination
and leakage. Knowing when you normally urinate helps you to plan
your urination in advance. This could help prevent leakage, which
might otherwise occur in cases of urge or overflow incontinence.

Non-medical management
There are several things patients can do to help improve continence: Caffeine-related drinks such as tea and coffee, alcohol, antidepressants, antihistamines, and cough-cold preparations should
be avoided as they can all increase urine production, putting a
strain on the bladder. Pelvic floor exercises to strengthen the pelvic
muscles should be performed daily. Stop-start urination should be
practiced (urinate, stop, wait a few seconds, urinate again). Eat
fruits, vegetables, and whole grains daily to prevent constipation.
Retrain the bladder (try and urinate only every 3 to 6 hours). Stop
smoking (nicotine irritates the bladder).

Bladder training involves the use of both biofeedback and muscle conditioning, to change the bladder’s schedule for holding and
emptying urine. (This is for treatment of urge or overflow incontinence).
Medications
There are various medications that can: tighten or relax sphincter muscles (eg Minipress; Flomax); relax the bladder muscle to
decrease urgency and frequency (eg Ditropan, Detrusitol, Probanthine); enhance normal functioning of muscles involved in urination
(eg Urecholine); hormone replacement therapy may relieve stress
cont. page 12
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2010
Christmas Luncheon
and Kids’ Party a
Roaring Success!
Switching this year’s Christmas party location to Cheers Restaurant
on the North Shore was a big departure from tradition for our chapter. We were aware that changing a long-standing venue for this
event might cause a drop in attendance but wow, the numbers shot
way up!! A record 90 adults, 12 kids under 12, one toddler and one
baby!! Cheers Restaurant and Catering did a great job -- the staff
were very welcoming and accommodating, there was lots more
selection at the buffet table and the whole thing cost less than
last year! We had a lot of positive feedback and compliments.
Major thanks goes to Joy Jones for putting this all together,
and thank you’s as well to Linda Jensen for working the
door, our hall decorators, ticket sellers and our excellent
Santa.

Graham Drew and Betty Maxim enjoy seeing the kids get
their gifts

SEE YOU in 2011!!
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Many thanks to all the folks who
brought or donated gifts for the
prize draws (I know this list is missing
some names; we tried to get everybody on it!!)

Organizer Joy and new grandson (“No, the baby is not one of
the raffle prizes!”)

Joy Jones
Elaine Dawn
Rene Hilton
Steven Hilton
Bill Lewis
Deb Rooney
Mike Arab (ConvaTec)
Lori Shard
Alison McCarlie (Coloplast)
Inge Gutzmann
Anne Ratelich
Sharman King (Book Warehouse)
Linda Jensen
Joyce Nasu
Adolf Specht
Betty Harrison
Mike & Arlene McInnis
Betty Hamblin
Sheryl Morin
Cindy Hartmann
Emilia Prychidco
Donna Savage
Chris Spencer

This year’s cash draw
prize winners:
How many generations of Hamblins can you count? Chapter
member and family matriarch Betty Hamblin, centre

Quinn and mom Jennifer

1st $75.00 - Lori Shard
2nd $50.00 - Ron McLean
3rd $25.00 - Ken Jones

I can’t wait until next year!!
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Urinary Incontinence, cont. from page 9

incontinence through its effect on muscle function
Pressure
If you have stress incontinence the following two treatments may
be offered to you. Both of these methods work on the principle of
applying pressure around the urethra, so that urine is less likely to
leak out:
A stiff ring called a pessary can be inserted into the vagina to press
against the wall of the vagina and the urethra which lies next to it.
This is more appropriate if there is any prolapse or descent of the
front wall of the vagina. Implants of collagen or artificial inert materiels (eg Macroplastique) can be injected into the area around the
urethra, to add bulk and help compress the urethra.
Catheterisation
For cases of overflow incontinence, perhaps caused by muscle or
nerve damage, and where exercises are unlikely to help, catheterisation is an option. Catheterisation is when a thin tube is inserted
through the urethra and into the bladder. The tube is kept in place,
and the bladder is emptied through the tube into a bag.
Surgery
Surgery is rarely a first-choice treatment for urinary incontinence. It
is usually offered if other treatments have been unsuccessful.
The colposuspension was the most common operation to treat
stress incontinence in women. This is a major operation where

you will have a general anaesthetic. The bladder neck is lifted and
stitched to a nearby ligament. This helps to stop leaks from the
bladder. This procedure has a success rate of between 50% and
70%.
There are two versions of this operation. Open colposuspension
gives better long-term success rates, but involves making a large
cut in the abdomen. Laparoscopic colposuspension (sometimes
called keyhole surgery) needs a smaller cut to do the operation, but
its success rate is not as good.

Tension-free Vaginal Tape (TVT)
Another type of surgery for women with stress incontinence is tension-free vaginal tape (TVT). This operation has been around for 8
years or more and has proved to be a very reliable form of surgical
treatment for stress incontinence.
The operation is relatively simple and can be done as an overnight
or even day surgery case procedure. Tape is inserted through a
small vaginal incision and two tiny suprapubic incisions – it runs
between the vagina and the urethra, lifting the middle of the urethra.
This support can reduce the effect of sudden abdominal stress,
which is the cause of stress incontinence.
There are a number of variations of the TVT Procedure now available, all of which seem to be reliable, safe and involve short recovery times. They are now often collectively called – mid-urethral
sling procedures.
cont. next page

Macdonald’s Prescriptions #3 Kitsilano
2188 West Broadway, Vancouver – 604.738.0733

PRESCRIPTION EXCELLENCE- OSTOMY CLINIC IN STORE
Central Vancouver Island’s ONLY store based Ostomy Clinic
with Colette MacAskill, RN, ET (Ostomy Specialist) on staff.

 Long term accessibility, education and support from ET, 		







Ostomy Specialist
Free consultations and Appliance Fittings in private clinic
Expert product information and Sampling Program
Large Ostomy Inventory and Special Orders
BC Pharmacare receipt
Competitive pricing
Custom Ostomy Hernia Belts
FREE DELIVERY of ostomy products island-wide
Store Open 7 days a week.

PHARMASAVE WESTHILL CENTER NANAIMO

1816 Bowen Rd. (next to Tim Hortons) Phone: 250-740-3880
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“We’re small enough to know you, large enough to serve you”
Neal Dunwoody, RN, BScN, WOCN is our Wound
and Enterostomal Specialist providing expert support
and all supplies through our Pharmacy clinic on
Saturdays

We take great pride in our specialty services and supplies
Skin Care Products
Custom Compounding
Customized Compression Hosiery
Natural and Botanical Supplements
Mobility Equipment
Incontinence Supplies
Specialty health supplies
Cardiovascular Assessments
Cardiovascular Risk Assessments
24 Hour Ambulatory Blood Pressure Monitoring
Lung Assessments and Smoking Cessation
Registered Nurse Consultations

looking forward rather than “staying still in her illness” and all
the while maintaining a surprisingly optimistic outlook. She
pursued various treatments over the course of her illness, all
of which proved futile. In November 2009, after being hospitalized with fevers, Jess made the decision to proceed with a
TOTAL COLECTOMY (removal of the large intestine), giving
her back her health, quality of life and allowing us to embark
on our South American Adventure.
Jessica, along with two of her closest friends, will be travelling
to South America in January 2011.
“We intend to document our experience abroad in film, photo,
and writing – all of which will contribute to our final product, a documentary film on travelling with a gastrointestinal
illness. In doing so, we hope to raise awareness of gastrointestinal issues that are relatively common yet are often unaddressed or are targets of social stigmas. Our story is one of
overcoming obstacles and moving forward despite obvious
challenges. In making this film, we also hope to provide
inspiration to young women, those suffering from gastrointestinal issues, and the general public. When faced with
adversity, we always have the choice to look forward rather
than letting personal obstacles define us. q

F

or 5 years, Jessica Elliott suffered from ulcerative colitis,
a disease for which neither cause nor cure is very clear.
She experienced constant pain and uncontrollable bowel
movements, not to mention both physical and psychological
fatigue. Looking back, she describes that period of her life as
feeling “like a hamster on a wheel,” frustrated by the “pain,
urgency, frequency, uncertainty, and lack of control.” Despite
everything, Jess always tried to put things into perspective,

HOW YOU CAN HELP:
Well, the more exposure the better! If you have a website
related to travel or health, please put a link to our blog so
we can reach as many people as possible. Any suggestions or support would also be greatly appreciated.
Contact: giwilltravel@gmail.com

Incontinence, cont. from previous page

Invance® Male Sling
Incontinence in men has become a more frequent occurrence in
recent times, mainly as a side effect of radical surgery for cancer.
Whilst male incontinence is not often severe, it can be annoying
and require treatment.

This system involves the surgical placement of an inflatable cuff
around the urethra to take the place of the sphincter. A small
pump mechanism is used to work the device, which has proved
to be a reliable means by which to achieve incontinence when all
other measures seem to have failed.

The Invance® sling uses a mesh, very similar to the tape used in
females, to provide support for the disrupted pelvic floor and so
regain continence.

Protective Devices
A number of protective devices can help to manage accidental
urination, including the following:

It is fixed to the pubic bones by means of small titanium screws
and has proved to be safe, reliable and has revolutionised the
treatment of male incontinence.

Bed pads
Combination pad-pant systems
Full-length absorbent undergarments
Male incontinence drip collectors
Underwear liners (pads, guards, shields, inserts)

Artificial Urinary Sphincters
Artificial sphincters (AUS) are probably the gold standard in returning continence to men and women who have failed or are not
suitable for lesser alternatives.

If you use absorbent pads, they should be applied correctly
and changed often to prevent skin irritation and urinary tract
infection.q Source: Urology Sydney
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Davies
PRESCRIPTION
PHARMACY LTD.

VISITOR REPORT

A sudden jump in referrals — the surgeons must be wanting to get their surgeries in before the holidays start. Referrals for this reporting period came from
Peace Arch, St. Paul’s, Vancouver General, New West OC&S, and independent
inquiries.
Colostomy
4
Pre-op		
2
Ileostomy
1
J-Pouch		
3
Urostomy
5
TOTAL		
15
Many thanks to my excellent crew this round: Maxine Barclay, Shabita Teja,
Rebecca Glassford, Sharman King and Cindy Hartmann

A warm welcome is extended to new chapter members:
Davies Pharmacy has been serving the North Shore with quality
medical supplies and pharmaceuticals for 30 years. Our expert
staff of pharmacists, nurses, and
technicians can provide you with
a full range of products for a
healthy life style.
1401 St. Georges
(opposite Lions Gate hospital)

604-985-8771

Clifford Anderson • Dr. Kathleen Darrow • Patrick McGrath
Inge Noringseth • Evelyn Reeve • Morris Turner • Sheila Webster

Thank you to the following folks for their
kind donation to the chapter:
Linda Jensen • Earl Lesk • Paris Tomei • Moira Colbourne • Frank Davis
M A Read • Dann Koller • Warren Pready • Valley Pharmacy • Phyllis Nihulen
Ron McLean • Janet Kolof • François Pond • Ashley Carr • Marvin Weintraub
Doreen Aitken • Donald Schick • Don Sanderson • Maranda Wong
Sharman King • Hans Frie • Norma Primiani • Gordon Harrison
W D Crowe • Wm. Palagain • Keith Lawrence • Alvin Ashcroft
David Walker • Rustam Teja • Trevor Mendham • Margaret Cartledge
and Miles Heyworth • Darsho Johal • D Thompson • Norma Fraser
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E ª T ª RESOURCES ª LTD
The Choice of Experience TM

Ostomy Clinic and Supply Centre

SERVICES

ª Clinic visits by appointment with specialized
E.T. Nursing Care.
ª Hours of operation for clinic visits are Tuesday,
Wednesday and Thursday, 11 am to 5 pm.
ª Pre-operative teaching and stoma site marking
ª Post-operative instruction and supplies for caring for
your ostomy
ª Assessments and fittings for pouching systems
ª Information and care for various ostomies
ª Skin care

Phone: 604-536-4061

toll-free: 1-877-ET NURSE fax: 604-536-4018
(1-877-386-8773) email:etr@infoserve.net

SUPPLIES
ª
ª
ª
ª

All brands of ostomy supplies and products
Expert product information
Fittings for support belts
Pharmanet billing

Elaine Antifaev, RN, ET, CWOCN

E ª T ª RESOURCES ª LTD

1 - 1381 George Street, White Rock, BC V4B 4A1
(corner of Thrift and George)

STOMA CLINICS IN VANCOUVER / MAINLAND AREA Pre-surgical counselling and post-operative follow-up.
Ostomy Care and Supply Centre

VANCOUVER

Vancouver General Hospital
Deb Cutting, RN, ET
Laura Jean DeVries, RN, ET

855 West 12th Avenue
Tel (604) 875-5788

St. Paul’s Hospital

1081 Burrard Street

Neal Dunwoody, R.N., WOCN
Christina Kerekes, R.N., IIWCC, WON

Children’s Hospital

Tel (604) 682-2344
Local 62917

4480 Oak Street

Amie Nowak, BSN, RN, ET

Tel (604) 875-2345
Local 7658

Macdonald’s Prescriptions

Neal Dunwoody, RN, ET
(Saturdays 9 - 4, call for appointment)

3199 West Broadway

(Kitsilano)
Tel: 604-738-0733

KEIR SURGICAL & OSTOMY SUPPLIES
Tel 604-879-9101
Lauren Wolfe, RN, ET and
Heather McMurty, RN, ET -- both by appointment only, call Keir

NORTH VANCOUVER
Annemarie Somerville,
RN, ET (on mat leave)
Rosemary Hill, RN., ET

Lion’s Gate Hospital

231 East 15th Ave., N. Vancouver

NEW WESTMINSTER
Heather McMurty, RN, ET
Susan Andrews, RN, /
Laurie Cox, RN, ET
Lucy Innes, RN, ET

WHITE ROCK/RICHMOND
Elaine Antifaev, RN, ET, CWOCN

Tel (604) 984-5871

Royal Columbian Hospital

Tel (604) 520-4292

Andrea (Andy) Manson, RN. ET.
Muriel Larsen, RN. ET.
(Saturdays 9 - 1)
Lisa Hegler, RN, ET
Christina Kerekes (1 day per week)

SURREY

Tel (604) 522-4265

Surrey Memorial Hospital

Elke Bauer, RN. ET

Tel (604) 588-3328

LANGLEY

Langley Memorial Hospital

Katie Jensen, RN. BSN. ET
Ostomy Outpatient Clinic

ABBOTSFORD

Tel (604) 534-4121 Local 7422

Abbotsford Regional Hospital

Maureen Clarke, RN. BSN. ET
Paula Yakashiro, RN, BSN. ET
(Sharon Fabbi retired July 1)

Tel (604) 851-4700
Extension 642213 (Clarke)
646154 (Yakashiro)

CHILLIWACK

Chilliwack General Hospital

WHITE ROCK

Peace Arch Hospital

Jacqueline Bourdages, RN
Wound Care and Ostomy
Resource Nurse

Margaret Cowper, RN, ET

RICHMOND

Lauren Wolfe, RN, ET

Tel 604-795-4141
Local 614447

Tel (604) 531-5512
Local 757687

Richmond General Hospital

Tel 604-244-5235

E. T. Resources, Ltd.

Tel (604) 536-4061

THANK YOU to the ET nurses who let me know of staffing
changes at their worksite! Keep those updates comin’!
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MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION

Vancouver Chapter United Ostomy Association
Membership in the UOA of Canada is open to all persons interested in ostomy rehabilitation and welfare.
The following information is kept strictly confidential.
Please enroll me as a

new

renewal member of the Vancouver Chapter of the UOA.

I am enclosing my annual membership dues of $30.00, which I understand is effective from the date application is received. I wish to make an additional contribution of $

, to support the pro-

grams and activities of the United Ostomy Association of Canada. Vancouver Chapter members receive
the Vancouver Ostomy Highlife newsletter, become members of the UOA Canada, Inc. and receive the
Ostomy Canada magazine.
Name

Phone

Address
City

Postal Code

Year of Birth

email (if applicable):
Type of surgery:

Colostomy

Urostomy

Ileostomy

Internal Pouch

All additional contributions are tax deductible. please make cheque payable to the
UOA Vancouver Chapter
and mail to: Membership Coordinator, 3908 Sharon Place, West Vancouver, BC V7V 4T6
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